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Abstract. P2P and multimedia similar applications are seemed as pri-
mary bandwidth consume network behaviors. Accurate network traffic
behavior identification supports numerous network activities from net-
work management, monitoring and Quality-of-Service(QoS), to forecast
and application-specific investigations. Accuracy and performance are
the two most important metrics for traffic identification especially for
online implementation. In this paper, the optimization of feature selec-
tion to traffic identification is demonstrated in two traces which are cap-
tured from different time and location. Moreover, this optimization to
traffic identification toward various applications are compared and ana-
lyzed in online and offline status with C4.5 decision tree algorithm. Our
research demonstrated that the optimal features for traffic identification
are mainly sensitive to application, time and location. Identifying for
the same application behavior on different network location are sensitive
to different features. Experiment result shows that the selected optimal
feature subset can greatly improve the performance for both online and
offline identification. Furthermore, it can improve the online traffic iden-
tification implementability in real network condition.

Keywords: Internet traffic, feature selection, behavior identification,
online classification.

1 Introduction

Network security, accounting, traffic engineering and Quality of Service(QoS) are
network-service facilities which rely on accurate identification of network traf-
fic. Online traffic identification is a potential technique to solve difficult network
management problems fundamentally for Internet service providers[1]. Although
many research proposed, traffic identification remains a fundamental problem in
the network community. Some proposed traffic identification technics include
port numbers, application payload, statistical features and host behaviors based
methods. Recent years, a lot of attention has been paid on the application of ma-
chine learning techniques to traffic identification,which can automatically learn
and build a classifier from the given samples and feature set. Then the learned
classifier can be used to identify the new captured traffic.
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The machine learning techniques applied in traffic identification, generally can
be categorized into supervised ,unsupervised (or clustering) and semi-supervised.
The supervised methods[2,3] train a classifier from a set of pre-labeled training
samples to classify new traffic flows, while the unsupervised methods[4,5] poly-
merize the traffic flows that have similar characteristics into clusters. The Traffic
clustering does not need any supervised training samples and has the potential
of identifying unknown applications, while supervised methods can only classify
traffic flows of known applications. Semi-supervised[6] adequately use unlabeled
data to train classifier and attract a mess of internet from research communities.

Many research showed that reasonable behavior features are important for
accuracy of traffic identification. For online traffic identification, due to rigorous
real-time requirement, it is necessary to reduce the number of used features[7,8]
for decreasing computational cost and delay. Simply and timely gotten features
are also helpful for identification performance. More importantly, identify the
same application behavior on different network location are sensitive to selected
features. Effectively feature selection can greatly optimize performance of clas-
sifier,especially for online traffic identification. For offline identification, in or-
der to search available communication pattern, it is also necessary to cut down
irrelevant and redundancy features to improve the performance.

In this paper, the optimization of feature selection to traffic identification is
demonstrated in two traces which are captured from the diverse time and loca-
tion. Moreover, this optimization to traffic identification are compared by online
and offline condition. It verified that the optimal features for traffic identifica-
tion are mainly sensitive to application, time and network location. Experiment
result shows that the selected optimal feature subset can greatly improve the
performance for both online and offline identification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights related
work in this field. Section III proposed the foundation of online traffic identi-
fication. Section IV focuses on adaptive feature selection toward time, location
and applications approaches. In section V, experiment result was compared and
analysed. Finally, chapter VI makes some final conclusion on feature selection
for traffic identification.

2 Related Work

A feature is a descriptive statistic to characterize an object, and ideally, each
object exhibits different feature values depending on the category to which it
belongs. Based on the features, models can be established by using machine
learning techniques.For Internet traffic, each flow is characterized by a number
of features, such as packet size which can describe its behavior. Usually, a flow
can be considered as a sequence of share five-tuples source IP address, source
Port, destination IP address, destination Port, protocol of transport layer with
a timeout of 64 seconds[9].Moore et al investigated 248 traffic features[10] for
traffic classification.

Generally, the feature selection techniques share a similar process(as shown
in Fig.1) to select a best subset[12], in which the selection process of the best
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subset has four steps which include: subset generation, subset evaluation, stop-
ping criterion, and final subset validation. Consequently, a feature is selected
if additional information is gained when it is added to the previously selected
feature set, and discarded in the opposite case since the information obtained is
already contained (redundant) in the previous set.

Fig. 1. The generally feature selection process

As the pointed process scheme,Chi-Ho et al[11] present a novel intrusion de-
tection approach to extract both accurate and interpretable fuzzy rules from
network traffic data for identification. In addition, the proposed system can also
act as a genetic feature selection wrapper to search for an optimal feature subset
for dimensionality reduction. Xiaochun et al [13]proposed a hybrid feature se-
lection method for flow identification. It demonstrated that their approach can
greatly improve computational performance without negative impact on identifi-
cation accuracy. Yishi Zhang et al[14] investigated the relation between features
and the separate classes instead of only handling the relevance and redundancy
analysis from the point of view of the whole class.

Feature selection can improve the performance of identification system on ma-
jority classes, but as a cost, it will decrease the accuracy in minority classes. As
a result, it brings about the multi-class imbalance problem. To multi-class im-
balance problem in Internet traffic identification and applications identification,
Zhen LIU et al[15] research the class-dependent misidentification cost to improve
the identification performance on the minority class, however, some classes are
still hard to be classified.

3 The Foundation of Online Traffic Identification

3.1 Precondition for Online Identification

Due to real-time, fugitiveness, polytrope and nonreversible of Internet traffic,
it is difficult to search optimal feature for online traffic identification. A lot
of researchers have investigated it deeply[16,17]. It can conclude that online
traffic identification need a classifier of low latency(real-time reaction), low cost
(computation and storing) and easily be retrained.
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Low Latency. For online identification, it is necessary to reduce latency as low
as possible, at least, the flows should be classified before it passed away. In other
word, it need extract feature information from the first few packets as fewer as
possible to obtain enough identification information. Some features such as flow
duration and flow length are not suitable for online traffic identification, since
they can’t be gotten until a complete flow passed away.

Low Cost. As online identification requirement, the traffic feature should meet
the requirement of low cost of computation and store. Due to traffic ratio be-
comes higher and higher,some computation such as Fourier transform and appli-
cation payload signature matching are not suitable for online traffic identification
because of their large cost of computation and storage.

Easily Retrained. Face the dynamic network condition, it is very important
to retrain classifier when network environment changed. Xu Tian et al [18]have
proved that concept shift exist in dynamic Internet traffic because of various
kinds of version in application software and protocol. This situation will badly
influence the performance and accuracy of classifier. Therefore, it is necessary
to retrain classifier completely or partly in time.

3.2 Online Identification Features Analysis

In the area of traffic identification, various kinds of feature are used to charac-
terize traffic. Moore feature set is seen as origin features and been widely used in
recent research. It includes of 248 kinds of flow features, which with application
class label. However, not all features are suitable to online traffic identification.
If all the 248 statistical features are used for characterize network traffic flows,
the computation cost will be a big issue.

For online identification, traffic features should be simple enough for calcula-
tion and storing. Some features such as duration of a flow, the length of a flow,
and the total number of a flow, which need observing a complete flow to got the
effective information, are rejected in this work. More than 100 features such as
fast Fourier transform and effective bandwidth based upon entropy that need
complex computation are also exclude. Finally, we can get 28 kind of features,
which are fit for online traffic identification. TABLE 1 shows a feature subset of
Moore feature set[10],which can be calculated on few packets of a flow.

4 Feature Selection toward Time, Location and
Applications

4.1 Traces

In this paper, two network datasets are used for validating our methods. One
is captured from the real network of Shandong Provincial Key Laboratory of
Network Based Intelligent Computing, which is called UJN dataset. The other
public one captured from the border router of the University of Auckland, which
is called Auckland dataset.
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Table 1. The Characters of online traffic identification features

No. Feature Abbreviation Feature Description

1 pkt size max The maximum of packet size
2 pkt size min The minimum of packet size
3 pkt size mean The mean of packet size
4 pkt size std dev The standard deviation of packet size
5 pkt IAT max The maximum of inter-arrival time
6 pkt IAT min The minimum of inter-arrival time
7 pkt IAT mean The mean of inter-arrival time
8 pkt IAT std dev The standard deviation of inter-arrival time
9 IP payload size max The maximum of payload size on packet
10 IP payload size min The minimum of payload size on packet
11 IP payload size mean The mean of payload size on packet
12 IP payload size std dev The standard deviation of payload size on packet
13 TCP payload size max The maximum of payload size of TCP segments
14 TCP payload size min The minimum of payload size of TCP segments
15 TCP payload size mean The mean of payload size of TCP segments
16 TCP payload size std dev The standard deviation of payload size of TCP segments
17 window size max The maximum of window size
18 window size min The minimum of window size
19 window size mean The mean of window size
20 window size std dev The standard deviation of window size
21 TCP header size max The maximum of head size of TCP segments
22 TCP header size min The minimum of head size of TCP segments
23 TCP header size mean The mean of head size of TCP segments
24 TCP header size std dev The standard deviation of head size of TCP segments
25 num URG The number of packets with URG flag
26 num ACK The number of packets with ACK flag
27 num PSH The number of packets with PSH flag
28 num RST The number of packets with RST flag

UJN Trace. The UJN dataset (TABLE 2) is captured on an all-purpose PC
(more than 50) in the LAN of the laboratory which comprises several 1000Base-
TX segments routed through a Linux-based server. Each kind of traffic is respec-
tively captured, when the special application separately run in a period of time.
Therefore, each flow is labeled with corresponding application ground truth.

The Window system offers a lot of application interfaces for a third part
to develop its own driver program, which can capture all user socket calls us-
ing winsock interface and make processing at the socket calls before forwarding
packets.In order to label packet with applications ground truth, we achieved
a labeling platform through Socket Hook and NDIS (Network Driver Interface
Specification) Hook on the user hosts (Fig.2)[19].This technology is more effec-
tive than that labeling traffic based on port numbers or application payloads.

Auckland Trace. Auckland datasets [20] is captured from Jul. 3, 2000 to Nov.
29, 2001, which are almost 24 hours multiply by 7 days. The volume of total
traffic is nearly 359 GB which consist of more than 996 million packets in all.
The volume of source dataset size is too large to analyze. For decreasing the
size of dataset, two parts of Auckland dataset 20000214-185536-0 and 20000214-
185536-1 are selected. In order to get ground truth, each flow is labeled through
matching server port to default port in IANA. The statistic information of these
traces is represented in TABLE 3.
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Table 2. Composition of UJN Dataset

Category Application Byte Packet Flow

WEB Web applications 29779475 68746 1126
BULK FTP 41342040 43678 15
MAIL IMAP, POP2/3 3220 74 15
ATTACK Worms, viruses 3632 78 17
CHAT QQ, MSN 1729268 11319 998
P2P XunleieDonkey 33341617 46956 3012
MULTIMEDIA Windows Media Player 2662954 3322 40
VOIP QQvoice, Ali 22420 478 107
NEWS NNTP 104 79406 4
GAEMS Angry birds 15440829 18186 76
DATABASE MySQL, Oracle 92 2 1
INTERACTIVE SSH, telnet 76161 720 3
OTHER 875624 13160 427

Fig. 2. Architecture of labeling packets with truth ground platform

Table 3. Composition of Auckland Dataset

Traces Protocol Packets Flows Bytes

20000214-185536-0 TCP 1629765 114085 835.0MB
20000214-185536-0 UDP 201502 - 23.6MB
20000214-185536-1 TCP 1541358 115549 637.4MB
20000214-185536-1 UDP 214371 - 17.3MB
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4.2 Computational Platform and Tools

WEKA [21]is a famous experiment toolkit of machine learning, which contains a
serial of algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling. C4.5 algorithm and
some feature selection algorithms are selected to build feature selection and iden-
tification model in this work. The experiment platform is all-purpose PC which
carries on Windows XP operating system, whose CPU is Intel Core(TM) 2-6300,
dominant frequency is 1.88 GHz, and Physical memory is DDR-667 2GBytes.

4.3 Feature Selection Algorithm

In this paper, feature selection method is implemented in WEKA, which in-
cludes attribute evaluator and search method. The evaluator determines what
method is used to assign a worth to each subset of attributes. The search method
determines what style of search is performed.

Feature selection is aim to improve the identification performance of the clas-
sifier. The feature selection algorithm on WEKA is used to validate our method-
ology, which is fast correlation-based filter algorithm. This algorithm uses sym-
metrical uncertainty as the goodness measure whether a feature is relevant to
the class. the symmetrical uncertainty can be defined as follows.

SU(X,Y ) = [
IG(X |Y )

H(X) +H(Y )
] (1)

The SU (X, Y ) is the symmetrical uncertainty of variance X and Y in this
formula 1. The is the information gain that can be calculated as follows.

IG(X |Y ) = H(X)−H(X |Y ) (2)

H(X) = −
∑

P (xi)log2(P (xi)) (3)

H(X) = −
∑

P (yi)
∑

xi|yj log2(P (xi)|yj) (4)

It compensates for information gain’s bias toward features with more values
and normalizes its values to the range [0;1] with the value 1 indicating that
knowledge of the value of either one completely predicts the value of the other
and the value 0 indicating that X and Y are independent.

4.4 Identification Algorithms

For demonstrating the effectiveness of the methods, C4.5 algorithm is used as
a identification model.A test node in the tree represent feature, with branches
linked to a sub-tree. A leaf representing the class constitutes the output. To
classify real-time using C4.5, the leaf node is searched begin from the tree root
to the leaves(the regulation modes). This process will go iteratively into a sub-
tree, until it reaches a leaf node with the predicted class. On the other hand,
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predicting the class of an instance is the key point of tracing the path of nodes
and branches to the leaf node.

When building a model, the training set S is consisted of a set of instances
which have a fixed set of features (A1, , Ak)T and a class C. The class C rep-
resents the application of the network traffic and has the values ( c1, c2, , cm
). Each feature Aq represents the flow statistics and has the values (a1, a2, , an
).The information gain ratio is used to decide which feature should be chosen as
a test node. It reflects the correlation between a feature Aq and a class label C,
which is calculated by the equation (1). The entropy reflects the impurity of the
feature, which is calculated by the equation (3).

Ggainratio(C|Aq) =
H(C)−H(C|Aq)

H(C)
(5)

Where

H(C|Aq) = −
n∑

j=1

p(aj)
m∑

i=1

p(
ci
ai
)log2p(

ci
ai
) (6)

And

H(C) = −
m∑

i=1

p(ci)log2p(ci) (7)

Where

p(ci) = P [C = ci] = P [Aq = aj ]andp(
ci
aj

) = P (C = ci|Aq = aj)

In principle, the process of building model iteratively looks for the best feature
to partition the data. The one with highest information gain ratio will be chose
as the test node, until the node becomes a leaf node. To classify the instance
using C4.5, it just needs to compare the features of the test instance to the node
of the tree. Identifying traffic by C4.5 has a low computational cost and can be
realized easily for implantation.

4.5 Experiment

In this paper, we want to validate these assumptions as follow:
1) Feature selection can optimize traffic identification by cut redundancy fea-

tures and irrelevant features. Not only accuracy, precision and recall will be
improved, the cost and latency of classifier will be decreased. This kind of opti-
mization is effectual to both online and offline traffic identification.

2) Different applications will produce different traffic, so the feature subset
toward various applications will be different. This kind of feature subset will be
the fittest one to achieve the optimization.

3) Traffic will change over time in the same network location. For example,
the P2P behavior traffic in the day is totaly different from what in the night.

Grasping this discipline will be helpful to optimize classifier with pertinence
in special period. A set of experiments are designed to validate above assump-
tions in Auckland and UJN trace, which are captured from different time and
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locations. In order to simulate online traffic identification, feature information is
extracted from the first few packets of a flow named CFFP[22]. On the contrary,
as offline traffic identification, feature information is extracted from entire pack-
ets of a flow named CEP in traditional process. On these feature information,
features are calculated to form a feature vector that describes a flow.

First of all, fast correlation-based filter algorithm is used to obtain optimal
feature subset in Auckland dataset and UJN dataset. Classifier build by online
traffic identification feature is compared with classifier build by feature subset.
Performance of classifier such as build time, classifier size and any other index
are compared in order to illustrate the optimization to traffic identification in
different network.

Secondly, feature selection toward various applications is analyzed for iden-
tifying single applications category such as P2P. To each application category,
traffic identification is considered to identify and classify specific application.
Performance of classifier is also compared and analyzed like.

Lastly, in consideration that traffic change over time. The Auckland trace and
UJN trace are divided into a series of traces that only includes traffic captured
during one hour. That is to say, we observe traffic in each hours. Moreover, we
want to know how the feature subset will change when the time passed from one
hour to the next. Furthermore, different time granularity should be considered
in this observation.

5 Experiment Analysis

5.1 Optimization to Offline and Online Traffic Identification

Duo to various kinds of application categories in our experiment, the identifica-
tion task is multi-classification. It can analyze and compare experiment result
from three points: accuracy, size of identification model and time for building
model.

In this part, we adopt symmetrical uncertain attribute set evaluation as at-
tribute evaluator to evaluate which feature subset is best, and use FCBF Search
as fast correlation-based filter algorithm to search candidate feature in feature
space.It is significant that number of feature after feature selection is less than
before in online and offline condition, which is 1 and 4 respectively. Moreover,
number of leaves and size of the tree has similar result than number of features,
which decrease more than 50% off. It shows that feature selection can retain
main structure of identification model and cut down secondary structure.

In same condition, the building model time after feature selection is much less
than before. The latter is almost 20 times larger than the former. This character
is more important to online traffic identification which need quickly process a
great deal of data. From the comparison of accuracy, it can safely conclude that
feature selection will not deeply deteriorate the accuracy. It is noting that feature
selection also reduce the cost and processing time in extracting feature informa-
tion. To offline traffic identification, feature selection decreases the volume of
storrage. Moreover, it is helpful to find key point to Internet traffic for better
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network plan and design. Similar with identification result on Auckland dataset,
feature selection on UJN dataset also significantly improve the performance of
identification system in the number of feature, number of leaves, and the size of
the tree, time taken to build model, accuracy and feature number.

Table 4. Identification result on Auckland dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of features 28 1 28 4
number of tree leaves 145 62 77 47
size of the tree 289 123 153 93
time to build model 4.92s 0.22s 5.73s 0.34s
accuracy 97.8623% 91.9674% 98.7498% 97.1823%
number in feature list 1-28 9 1-28 1,25.26

Table 5. Identification result on UJN dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of features 28 3 28 4
number of tree leaves 173 181 177 101
size of the tree 345 361 353 201
time to build model 1.66s 0.36s 2.19s 0.33s
accuracy 92.4847% 93.7009% 91.2196% 89.7642%
number in feature list 1-28 3,4,17 1-28 20, 25, 18, 19, 28

Comparing with above two experiments result on Auckland dataset and UJN
dataset, it has demonstrates that the optimization to traffic identification is
very effectual in different dataset, which were captured from different time and
location. It means that feature selection could work well in different network
environments and it also has the ability of adapting the great change in network
environment. In addition to this, new fact attracts our interesting that there are
some features in the feature subset no matter in online or offline. It suggests
that these features maybe not sensitive to network environment.

It is noting that the FCBF algorithm ranks all feature with corresponding a
value. The feature standard deviation of packet size is 0.488 in UJN dataset to of-
fline traffic identification. And the feature maximin of window size is 0.157,which
are selected as feature subset. Similarly, the feature minimum of windows size is
0.397 in UJN dataset to online traffic identification. The feature mean of win-
dows size is 0.38 and the number of packets with RST flags is 0.153,which are
selected as optimal feature subset. Feature subset to online identification is dif-
ferent from feature subset to offline because sampled packet policies are used in
online to implement real time identification. It will lose some information such
as feature which is relative with packet size information. To offline traffic identi-
fication, all packets of a flow are used to extract feature information. The feature
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standard deviation of packet size has highest ranked value to demonstrate that
this feature is the most valuable to classify traffic. However, it is sensitive to
packet sampled to online traffic.

5.2 Feature Selection toward Various Application Categories

Different application category has different feature subset by using same feature
selection algorithm in traffic identification for identifying specific applications
category. It is effective to research the difference of feature selection toward var-
ious application categories. A few feature subsets are selected on Auckland and
UJN datasets, which are facing specific application category respectively. Like
previous analysis, traffic identification for classify various traffic in mixed traffic
in online and offline condition, we deeply analyze performance of identification
system from follow metrics: the number of feature, number of tree leaves, size
of the tree, time taken to build model, accuracy and feature number. There are
some analyses on traffic generated by P2P applications and WWW applications
as that are not belong to any applications categories.

No matter offline or online identification, feature selection can significantly
decreases the number of selected features as a rate more than 85% off. It will
signally cut down the processing delay and storage cost, which is useful to online
traffic identification. It is also effective to offline traffic identification for analyz-
ing network tendency. Moreover, the time for building model is also decreased
78% off at least. It can lead to retraining and update classifier timely in order to
fit network environment. In additional to above optimization to traffic identifica-
tion, number of leaves in classifier built by using C4.5 decision tree algorithm, the
size of classifier is reduces in different extent. However, the accuracy is reduced
little after feature selection as a cost.

Table 6. P2P traffic behavior identification result on Auckland dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of features 28 5 28 2
number of tree leaves 53 41 15 11
size of the tree 105 81 29 21
time to build model 3.19s 0.78s 2.56s 0.34s
accuracy 99.3911% 97.2663% 99.8373% 99.7733%
number in feature list 1-28 12, 16, 9, 5, 8 1-28 1, 12, 16, 8, 26

Different application categories are sensitive to different feature subset. It is
contrasting that traffic identification toward specific application category has
less cost and latency. It is noting that there are more features which are maybe
relative with environment. It implies that feature selection toward specific be-
havior categories are much effectual, which can effectively acquire key feature in
different network environments under various requirements.
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Table 7. P2P traffic behavior identification result on UJN dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of feature 28 2 28 2
number of tree leaves 108 9 4 1
size of the tree 215 17 7 1
time to build model 1.59s 0.08s 0.88s 0.05s
accuracy 97.8384% 79.476% 99.6306% 99.674%
number in feature list 1-28 17,22 1-28 17,24

Table 8. WWW traffic behavior identification result on Auckland dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of feature 28 4 28 3
number of tree leaves 117 92 59 40
size of the tree 233 183 117 79
time to build model 4.19s 0.81s 2.78s 0.22s
accuracy 98.6785% 96.6509% 99.1255% 97.4284%
number in feature list 1-28 13,20,7,9 1-28 1,13,26

Table 9. WWW traffic behavior identification result on UJN dataset

Online traffic identification Offline traffic identification

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

based on
unselected feature

based on
selected feature

number of feature 28 5 28 3
number of tree leaves 98 134 81 46
size of the tree 195 267 161 91
time to build model 1.53s 0.28s 1.39s 0.17s
accuracy 98.9626% 96.3428% 97.0444% 88.9275%
number in feature list 1-28 12,21,11,15,17 1-28 15,16,18

6 Conclusion

Motivated by the optimization of feature selection toward traffic behavior identi-
fication,our research demonstrated that the optimal features for traffic behavior
identification are mainly sensitive to application, time and location. Identify-
ing for the same application behavior on different network location are sensitive
to different features. Experiment result shows that the selected optimal feature
subset can greatly improve the performance for both online and offline identifi-
cation, but cost for little accuracy. Furthermore, it can improve the online traffic
identification implementability in real network condition.
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